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ABSTRACT

Reclamation or recycling wastewater is an alternative to the gradual degradation of natural water resources. Reused or domestic
sewage is highly loaded with nutrients, suspended solids, organic and inorganic matter, and microorganisms that provide natural food
for several species of edible fishes. The effluent contains excessive nutrients which may increase the growth of aquatic plants and
stimulate the production of natural food for fish. Oxidation ponds or stabilization ponds in the tropics are recognized as effective and
economical units for the treatment of domestic sewage as well as biodegradable industrial wastes if managed properly. The driving
force in a waste oxidation pond is solar energy utilized by active continuous photosynthesis. The action of sunlight on algae in the
pond enables them to grow and rapidly consume the nutrients contained in the sewage. The algae and bacteria play an inter-dependent
symbiotic role in these ponds, while the algae use the nutrients and carbon dioxide by bacterial decomposition, the bacteria make use
of the oxygen liberated by the algae during photosynthesis, consequently increasing the rich natural biomass for the fishes. Updated
compiled information in this review article suggests that domestic waste-water aquaculture is one of the best alternative ways to
remove eutrophication as well as increase the culture of poly carps. This domestic sewage-purification cum reclamation bioprocess
can be one of the cheapest methods, where natural sunlight, tropical conditions and biological parameters if managed judiciously,
can be recycled and reclaimed for economically viable fish culture.
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INTRODUCTION
World–wide attention has been focused on recent events in
many parts of the world and on the problem of shortages
and mal – distribution of food resources. The increasing
population explosion coupled with apparent climatic
changes and the rapid skyrocketing of oil prices has
contributed to the worsening of the food situation to the
conclusion that the problem will almost certainly become
more critical in the future. To meet the critical shortage
of world food supplies, intensive research is underway in
several countries to develop technology for the massive and
economic production of protein from the natural resources
which at present are adequate, though dwindling fast.
Parallel problems receiving attention are those of preserving
the quality of the environment and the proper management
of limited resources, while fisheries constitute a small part
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of the gross national product (GNP) in most nations in
Asia, their role in national development is of considerable
significance in terms of job employment, foreign exchange
earnings, food supply and more importantly socio-economic
stability of the rural area where the majority of Asian
populations live.
Reviews of the current status of the fisheries industries show
that Asia still remains a center of fishery and aquaculture
activities contributing more than 50% of fish production.
Fishing and aquaculture play a significant role in contributing
fish protein to a large population many of whom suffer
from chronic malnutrition providing direct employment to
fishermen and indirect employment in fisher stability–related
industries; assisting in the socioeconomic stability of
the rural area and in recent years in assisting developing
countries earn foreign exchange through increasing export
of high – priced commodities, (Ali et al 2021).
Unlike cereal protein, fish contains essential amino acids
such as lysine and thus serves as an efficient supplement
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to the low-protein, high-carbohydrate diet of developing
nations in Asia. Fish contribute a relatively large share
of the animal protein intake and account for 33% of the
meager animal protein consumed by the average Asian
people. Moreover, the low official fish consumption rate
presented by the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation (14.7 kg per capita, 1999-2006), does not
reflect a reality where significant catches are unreported
and therefore under-estimated in official statistics. Fish and
other types of seafood are an important source of protein
worldwide. Globally, they comprise about 6 percent of
dietary protein, but for billions of people, fish account for
up to 20 percent of the average per-capita intake of animal
protein (FAO, 2014).
Water, which is one of the most vital resources for all
kinds of life is also the resource which is most adversely
affected both qualitatively and quantitatively by all kinds
of human activities on land, air and water. It is known that
the aquatic ecosystems are most delicately balanced and
get easily disrupted by various human activities. The micro
and macro communities in nature are orderly and play an
important role in keeping the water healthy and acceptable
for various uses. However, pollution of any kind, affects
these communities, hindering their effective utilization. In
various types of human activities, sewage disposal continues
to be the most ominous one, especially in developing
countries, (Vollenweider, 1968; Mara, 1976’ Shuval, 1977;
Biswas and Arar, 1988; Ali 1988 Ali, 1991, Ali 2000, Ali
et al., 2020, 2021, Shobana et al., 2021).
With increasing urbanization and rapid growth in
population, the reuse of wastewater in agriculture and
aquaculture plays an essential role in reducing waste
products and saving water especially when there is fast
depletion of freshwater resources. Oxidation ponds
or stabilization ponds are recognized as effective and
economical units for the treatment of domestic sewage as
well as biodegradable industrial wastes. The driving force
in a waste oxidation pond is solar energy utilized by active
continuous photosynthesis. The action of sunlight on algae
in the pond enables them to grow and rapidly consume the
nutrients contained in the sewage.
The algae and bacteria play an inter-dependent symbiotic
role in the oxidation ponds, while the algae use the
nutrients and carbon dioxide by bacterial decomposition,
the bacteria make use of the oxygen liberated by the algae
during photosynthesis, consequently increasing the rich
biomass. This mechanism of sewage purification is one
of the cheapest methods, where natural sunlight, tropical
conditions and biological oxidation are used. Due to these
biological processes taking place in special ponds, the
chances of recycling and recovery of nutrients from sewage
are very high, (Chakrabarti et al, 2011; Lahiri et al. 2018;
Bojarski et al., 2020, Ali et al., 2021).
Sewage may be defined as “a cloudy or dark fluid with a
very foul smell, arising out of domestic wastes containing
mineral and organic matter either in solution or heavy
particles of solid matter floating or in suspension or in
colloidal and pseudo-colloidal forms in the dispersal of
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state. Sewage may vary considerably in composition and
strength from place to place owing to marked differences in
dietary habits and consumption. The strength of sewage is
determined by the amount of oxygen to oxidize the whole
organic matter content present in it (Modak, 1938; Mara,
1976).
Domestic treated sewage in the tropics is a rich source of
nutrients, hence has been used for intensive aquaculture as
well as abating the eutrophication of waters, but is often
neglected in India due to well-known reasons. Disposal
of sewage is a worldwide problem and consequently
has received great scientific attention. Raw domestic
sewage contains a huge amount of organic and inorganic
compounds along with nutrients (WHO, 1989; Kaur et
al., 2018; Hoffmann et al., 2020), which can be recycled.
Hence, the enormous nutrients in sewage water can be
used to culture fishes (WHO 1989, Ghosh, 2018 Ali
2000). Fish farming using domestic sewage water has been
practised for decades by many cultures. In sewage water, an
enormous amount of nutrients serves as an ideal fertiliser
for phytoplankton and zooplanktons to increase and flourish
the productivity of the aquatic ecosystem, which eventually
serve as valuable food for the fishes, (Mandal et al, 2015;
Mandal et al, 2018; Bunting and Edward, 2018; Prakash &
Verma 2020; Shobana et al., 2021).
Fish farming using domestic sewage water has been
experienced for hundreds of years by many countries across
the world, (WHO, 1989, Nandeesha et al., 2002; Jana et al.,
2018). It is one of the best alternative ways to treat domestic
waste for the fish culture. It also involves one of the cheapest
and eco-friendly processes to remove excessive nutrients
like phosphorous and nitrogen to maintain a balanced food
cycle of the ecosystem, (An et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2013;
Manea, & Ardelean, 2016; Yang et al., 2019, Ali 2000, Ali
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021).
In India, fish culture practices in freshwater ponds utilised
with domestic sewage are of rather a recent origin. Several
successful attempts were made by various investigators
on the productivity of sewage ponds in several southern
and eastern states of India. The use of sewage effluent or
treated sewage for raising fish from ponds in India was
advocated by Hora (1944), Pillai et al. (1945), Ganapati
and Chacko (1951), Bhatia et al. (1970). Apart from the fish
culture in sewage-fed ponds made some observations on
the hydrological conditions of newly constructed sewagepolluted ponds in Madurai, Saha et al. (1970) have described
the chemical nature of raw sewage and hydrological
conditions in sewage–fed ponds.
In view of the present rate of generation of sewage and
already loaded aquatic resources, it has been increasingly
recognised that disposal of sewage into fresh waters possess
a variety of hazards. In developed countries, the sewage is
handled by well-developed organizations, treated at various
levels and ultimately disposed to freshwater or recycled. The
reuse of municipal and industrial sewage has become an
attractive option to avoid the effects caused by sewage on
the freshwater ecosystem. On the other hand, in developing
countries, sewage disposal still remains a major problem,
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despite the fact that low-cost technologies for disposal of
domestic and industrial sewage are available. The concept
of oxidation ponds in tropical countries has been found to
be of utmost utility. By way of solar energy and its use, the
sewage can be very well degraded and even has been found
to be of reuse in aquaculture, agriculture and other uses.
In order to reuse the domestic wastewater or sewage for the
fish culture, it requires that the sewage must be physically
and biologically treated and this treatment of domestic
wastewater for its purification gives rise to the concept
of proper functioning of the oxidation or the stabilization
ponds as suggested by several pioneer workers in the field,
(Allen, 1970; Allen and Hepher, 1976 and Mara, 1976; Ali,
1988, 1991, 2000, and Ali et al., 2020, Prakash & Verma
2020; Shobana et al., 2021). The culture of fishes in highly
nutrient waters has been made evident by the experiments of
these above workers, which have demonstrated that fishes
can grow considerably fast because of the easy and highly
nutrient food web available to the fishes. It has become
clearly known that fishes show significant changes in their
growth rates.

Conclusion
Domestic sewage has become a very attractive proposition
for the recovery of valuable protein and its products it has
been found to be quite rich in nutrients. Fish and other
aquaculture products have grown in domestic sewage and
offer excellent high-yield opportunities. Fishes grew in
domestic sewage in developing and developed countries
have been found to be quite suitable for human consumption.
It is concluded that aquaculture is the best alternative way to
remove eutrophication from water by taking the excessive
amount of nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus by
fishes that were produced after the oxidation of ponds
and ultimately maintaining the water quality. This is the
best alternative way and also plays an important role in
removing the eutrophication from sewage for aquaculture.
The biological treatment of domestic sewage oxidation
ponds is one of the economical methods to produce fish
and also can reduce the aquatic pollution. However, more
work has to be carried out in this aspect to remove myths
and misbelieves about sewage pond aquaculture.
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